Edward Alton Designs

La Belle De Jour

E

dward Alton Designs, famous for luxury crystal water sculptures, will be
revealing the unique, “La Belle De Jour” at the Palm Beach Show, on
February 11, 2021. This rare sculpture showcases a 256 pound emerald
matrix set on a hand-casted copper base.
The mineral specimen is exquisitely encrusted with
rich green emerald formations which travel inward
encased in metal accents, such as molybdenite
incursions, granitoid gneiss and quartz on Schist,
making it a remarkable work of art by nature. Traces
of several precious metals can also be found,
including gold, platinum, chromium and tungsten, to
name a few. Forming over 600 million years ago, the
matrix was unearthed at a depth of 500ft on a sunny
day in Serra da Carnaiba, Brazil, (the same origin as
the Bahia Emerald). Upon inspection, it showed nine
large emerald clusters, green beryls, and a small
amount of Molybdenite. Truly a one-of-a-kind
Matrix!
After the artist, Edward Alton, viewed the unearthed
emerald, he was inspired to create a base that would
showcase it’s majestic color, form and size. The three
arms rise up from the earth, o ering the Matrix to the
world. The copper base, weighing 80 pounds, took over
500 man hours to complete. This base is a masterpiece
piece in itself, and it showcases the emerald matrix in
all its splendor.
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La Belle De Jour is a remarkable specimen! Such rarity is extremely coveted by private
collectors, museums and universities. There will never be another work-of-art like La
Belle De Jour. Perhaps another matrix, though never equal, may be unearth in the next
600 million years. Who knows? One thing we do know, whoever acquires this beauty of
nature, will acquire with it a piece of time, a piece of wonder, a piece of earth’s history
that will leave anyone mesmerized.

